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CLUES - Constrained Local UniversE Simulations

The Local Group and its environment is the most well observed region of the universe. Only in this unique environment can
we study structure formation on scales as small as that of very low mass dwarf galaxies. The main goal of the CLUES-
project is to provide constrained simulations of the local universe designed to be used as a numerical laboratory of the
current paradigm. The simulations will be used for unprecedented analysis of the complex dark matter and gasdynamical
processes which govern the formation of galaxies. The predictions of these experiments can be easily compared with the
detailed observations of our galactic neighborhood.

                                                               
Stefan Gottlöber           Yehuda Hoffman           Anatoly Klypin           Gustavo Yepes

Dark matter distribution in our Local Universe in two
different simulations: a box with 160 Mpc/h side length
(big picture) and with 64 Mpc/h side length (inset
panel). 

See the  Image Gallery for more  information and
further images. 
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a theoretician’s point of view 

framework: ΛCDM model of cosmology
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                    structures: computational cosmology

non-linear
structure formation



a theoretician’s point of view 

2. running the simulation1. generating initial conditions

3. analysing the outputs

your favourite simulation code
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Near-Field Cosmology a theoretician’s point of view 

near-field cosmology
(e.g. life and death of satellite galaxies)

                    computational cosmology:
 improved codes

&
increased computing power
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ΛCDM induces hierarchical structure formation..

...and subhaloes are the galactic building blocks.
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  constrained

Hudson (1993)

•  the Milky Way is situated in a low-density region 
surrounded by massive galaxy clusters (e.g. Coma, 
Virgo, Perseus, etc.)…
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  local universe

•  the best observational data is obviously
  available for objects close-by…

the observer’s point of view
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•  WMAP3 cosmology

•  high-resolution simulation

€ 

B = 64 h−1Mpc
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•  WMAP3 cosmology

•  high-resolution simulation
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  local universe

  simulations

with & without all relevant gas physics
(cooling, star formation, etc.)
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large-scale gas distribution

What CLUES? Constrained Local UniversE Simulations 
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tidal stream in MW

stellar disk of MW
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  constrained local universe simulations

Milky Way

Andromeda Galaxy
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hardly any difference between 
DM and SPH run!
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DM and SPH run!
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non-spherical host halo
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again same trends for
DM and SPH run!
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Knebe et al. (2010)



  how are their shapes oriented?

radial alignment 

…and again evolution!?

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

Knebe et al. (2010)
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Knebe et al. (2010)



  how are their shapes oriented?

radial alignment 

z=infall redshift z=0

central subhaloes are more aspherical 
yet less radially aligned!?

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

Knebe et al. (2010)



  why are their shapes (not) oriented?

radial alignment 

Knebe et al. (2010)

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 



•  subhalos are non-spherical/triaxial systems

•  their shapes are aligned towards the host centre

•  the origin for the alignment is “tidal” rather than “environmental”

•  this result is independent of the inclusion of gas physics!?

  radial alignment - summary

radial alignment CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 
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Libeskind et al. (2010)
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DM only model DM+SPH model

1:1

  mapping between DM and SPH model
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  mapping between DM and SPH model

Libeskind et al. (2010)
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  relative evolution – example case

Libeskind et al. (2010)
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Libeskind et al. (2010)
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  relative positions

Libeskind et al. (2010)

…for a given DM subhalo its SPH sister is found 
closer to the centre of the host
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  relative mass loss

Libeskind et al. (2010)
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  relative mass loss

Libeskind et al. (2010)

…central DM subhaloes retain less of their
original mass than their SPH sisters



•  SPH subhaloes are found closer to the centre of their host

•  central DM subhaloes suffered stronger tidal disruption

  radial distribution - summary

radial alignment CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 
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Gill, Knebe & Gibson (2005)
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  backsplash galaxies!?

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

Gill, Knebe & Gibson (2005)

Dproj/Rhost = 1-2	


all subhaloes

backsplash

infalling
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Knebe et al., in press
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CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

all objects 
contain N*>0

Knebe et al., in press
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CLUES’ Milky Way

infalling or backsplash galaxy?

Knebe et al., in press
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Knebe et al., in press

infall, backsplash, and bound are different!
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CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

…but why so much higher than observed M/LV?

Knebe et al., in press
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use σv as a proxy for mass …?
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  mass-to-light ratios!?
•  either M too large or LV too low…

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 
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Msat,σ v
=
2
3
σv
2Rsat

G
(NFW profile with c=15)

if at all, it makes things worse…

Knebe et al., in press
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nevertheless, we found a difference...
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  mass-to-light ratios?
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Wadepuhl & Springel (2010)
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...and our (numerical) results are
 not too far fetched!?
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  backsplash galaxies - summary

•  luminosity function does not distinguish between infall and backsplash

•  mass-to-light ratios distinguish between infall and backsplash

•  mass-to-light ratios are unexplainably high!?

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 
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  the super-disk of Milky Way satellites

Metz et al. (2009)

dynamical or environmental origin?
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  cosmography of our Local Group

Libeskind et al. in press
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  infall patterns - MW
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sat crossing 0.2 rvir sat crossing 1 rvir sat crossing 3 rvir sat crossing 5 rvir

stripped DM < 0.2 rvir stripped DM 1 rvir stripped DM 3 rvir stripped DM 5 rvir
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  auto-correlation function of infall patterns

MW
M31 Libeskind et al. in press



•  subhaloes fall in from preferred directions
•  the infall pattern correlates with the (large-scale) environment
•  even the DM debris remembers the infall pattern!

  preferential infall - summary

preferential infall CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

preferred infall  anisotropic positions
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but excizing the inner 0.1 rvir; all plots are therefore normalized to the mass contained in the di!use component
between 0.1 rvir and rvir.

The di!use DM halo therefore has profoundly di!erent
properties to the di!use stellar halo. Its lack of central con-
centration dominates its global profile. Although there are
some detailed di!erences among our three haloes in the rel-
ative contribution from in-situ and stripped material to the
stellar background, the bottom line is that DM particles can
not serve as a proxy for star particles. ( XXX SHOULD I
STOP HERE OR GO FOR THE KILL? XXX).
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recent results 

  any CLUES?

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 

...hopefully some nice discussion over a pint or two!?

•  radial alignment of subhaloes

•  radial distribution of subhaloes

•  the luminosties of backsplash galaxies

•  preferential infall of subhaloes

•  the stellar vs. dark matter halo

•  …

•  what next?



wrapping up…
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  near-field cosmology 

  clues, what clues? 

  clues, any clues? 

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies itinerary 



summary 

  backsplash galaxies:

  preferential infall:

  stellar vs. dark matter halo:

CLUES, any clues!?

•  subhaloes fall in from preferred directions
•  the infall pattern correlates with the (large-scale) environment
•  even the DM debris remembers the infall pattern

•  luminosity function does not distinguish between infall and backsplash
•  mass-to-light ratios distinguish between infall and backsplash
•  mass-to-light ratios are unexplainably high!?

•  the stellar halo does not trace the dark matter halo
•  there are in-situ stars in the halo, too!

CLUES about Satellite Galaxies 


